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a b s t r a c t 

We report the sliding adhesion of hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) and graphene on silica using single 

nanotube pullout force measurements and potential energy landscape calculations by density functional 

theory (DFT). In contrast to isotropic sliding of graphene on silica, the sliding of hBN on silica exhibits 

strong directional dependence with unusually high energy barriers formed by stacking of unterminated 

Si or O atoms on N atoms. Stronger interfacial adhesion energy and shear strength across possible termi- 

nation structures of silica with hBN versus graphene cumulate in the measured interfacial shear strength 

of ∼34.7 MPa versus ∼19.2 MPa for the respective nanotube-reinforced composites 

© 2021 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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Two-dimensional atomic sheets, such as graphene and hexag- 

nal Boron Nitride (hBN), possess large surface areas and sur- 

ace energies, and tend to interact with the underlying substrate. 

he shear adhesion properties of single atomic sheets with silica 

re of particular interest, since this is a common material sys- 

em used for fundamental property measurements and is tech- 

ologically relevant to nanodevices and nanocomposites. To-date, 

ide-ranging interfacial shear strength values of ∼ 2 − 60 MPa for 

ono- or few-layer graphene on silica have been inferred from 

ulge and pressure blister tests [ 1 , 2 ] or from tribological studies

ith an atomic force microscope (AFM) probe tip [3] . The reactiv- 

ty between graphene and silica has also been a source of debate, 

ith some density functional theory (DFT) calculations predicting 

trong interfacial adhesion [ 4 , 5 ], which contracts experiments [ 6 , 7 ],

hile others suggesting sensitivity of the interaction to different 

iO 2 surfaces [ 8 , 9 ] or the presence of moisture along the interface

10] . Composite studies on the reinforcement of hBN, graphene, 

nd their 1D counterparts – boron nitride nanotubes (BNNTs) and 

arbon nanotubes (CNTs) – in brittle ceramic matrices are equally 
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onflicting, with toughening mechanisms ranging from nanotube 

ullout suggesting interfacial failure, to matrix cracking indicative 

f strongly-bonded interfaces [11–13] . 

Here, we report the first comparison study of the interfacial 

hear strength properties of graphene and hBN on silica, mea- 

ured directly from the pullout of individual CNTs and BNNTs 

rom amorphous silica matrices along with companion DFT cal- 

ulations. The measured interfacial shear strength (IFSS) for hBN- 

ilica is 45% higher than for graphene-silica. This stronger bind- 

ng is associated with the anisotropic potential energy landscape, 

ith higher barrier energies for sliding of hBN on silica versus the 

sotropic, non-directional sliding of graphene on silica. The binding 

f graphene and hBN with silica transitions from weak physisorp- 

ion to strong chemisorption depending on the extent of uncoordi- 

ated O atoms on the silica surface, which explains the conflicting 

nterfacial shear properties aforementioned. 

Our in situ scanning electron microscopy (SEM) nanomechani- 

al single-nanotube pullout technique is illustrated in Fig. 1 a [14] . 

n this testing scheme, individual nanotubes are sandwiched be- 

ween two layers of amorphous silica films. A pre-calibrated AFM 

antilever that is mounted to a 3D piezo-stage as a force sen- 

or is controlled to stretch a nanotube out of the silica films by 

ripping the nanotube’s protruding end ( Fig. 1 b; see Experimen- 

al Methods in the Supplementary Materials). Double-walled CNTs 

ynthesized using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) methods were 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.scriptamat.2021.114413
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Fig. 1. ( a ) Schematic of in situ single-nanotube pullout techniques inside a high resolution SEM. ( b ) Selected SEM snapshots of one typical single nanotube pullout experiment 

(scale bars 500 nm). The measured pullout force is ∼110 nN and the embedded nanotube length is ∼600 nm. ( c ) The dependence of the measured pullout force on the 

embedded nanotube length for CNT-silica and BNNT-silica interfaces. The dashed lines are the bilinear fitting curves. The data for BNNT-silica interfaces are reproduced from 

[15] (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.). 
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[  
mployed in this study. The small peak intensity ratio of their Ra- 

an D and G bands (Fig. S2b in the Supplementary Materials) in- 

icates a low defect level in the nanotubes. In addition to suc- 

essful nanotube pullout, we also observe two other failure sce- 

arios, namely, nanotube fracture and telescopic pullout, during 

he nanomechanical measurements (Fig. S3 in the Supplementary 

aterials). Fig. 1 c shows the dependence of the measured pullout 

orce versus the embedded nanotube length based on 15 different 

uccessful nanotube pullout experiments (red dots), which displays 

 bilinear shear-lag behavior. The pullout force linearly increases 

ith embedded nanotube length, but saturates at ∼142 ± 3 nN. 

ncluded in Fig. 1 c is our recent nanotube pullout data on com- 

arable BNNT-silica interface by using the same nanomechanical 

esting scheme (blue dots) [15] . The pullout force curve obtained 

or BNNT-silica interfaces displays a similar bilinear trend with a 
2 
lateau force of ∼165 nN. By accounting for the difference in the 

edian nanotube diameter (2.9 nm for BNNTs versus 3.1 nm for 

NTs), our nanomechanical measurements reveal that the maxi- 

um load carrying capacity of the BNNT-silica interface is, on av- 

rage, ∼24.2% higher than that of the CNT-silica interface on a per 

nit area basis. The much stronger BNNT-silica interface is also in- 

icated by the steeper slope of the initial increasing segment of 

he pullout force curve, which is used to calculate the average 

FSS ( = pullout force/embedded nanotube surface area). We obtain 

n average IFSS of ∼34.7 ± 8.2 MPa for the BNNT-silica interface 

ersus ∼19.2 ± 1.5 MPa for the CNT-silica interface based on the 

anotubes’ median diameters. These IFSS values for CNT-silica are 

ignificantly higher than the ∼2 MPa interfacial shear stresses in- 

erred from bulge and pressure blister tests for graphene on silica 

 1 , 2 ], but are lower than the ∼60 MPa interfacial shear strength
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easured from tribological studies using AFM [3] , and are com- 

arable to the IFSS values (10–33 MPa) obtained from single-fiber 

ullout tests on CNT interfaces with polymer-derived ceramics that 

omprise elements of Si, C and O [ 16 , 17 ]. 

Our nanomechanical measurements clearly reveal that hBN is 

apable of forming a much stronger bonding interface with sil- 

ca than graphene. To obtain mechanistic insights, we perform DFT 

alculations using the plane-wave-based Vienna Ab-initio Simula- 

ion Package (VASP) [18–20] to characterize the structural, as well 

s interfacial normal and shear adhesion properties of hBN and 

raphene on α-quartz (see Computational Methods in the Supple- 

entary Materials). We consider three possible end-termination 

tructures of α-quartz – silicon terminated (Si-), single oxygen ter- 

inated (Si-O-), and double oxygen terminated (Si-O 2 -) – to rep- 

esent the possible bonding structures formed between amorphous 

ilica and the respective nanotubes. 

Fig. 2 shows the quantum-mechanically relaxed structural con- 

gurations, along with contours of the corresponding electron lo- 

alized function (ELF) along a cross-sectional cut about the x 1 - 

 3 plane depicting the probability (0 to 1) of finding an elec- 

ron near another electron with the same spin. Our results sug- 

est a clear dependence of the interfacial bonding characteristics 

n the type of end-termination structures of α-quartz, although 

he local bonding configurations and ELF values appear similar 

cross the respective interfaces with graphene or hBN. Specifically, 

he low ELF values of ∼0.2 across the interfaces of both Si- and 

-terminated α-quartz with graphene or hBN suggest weak ph- 

sisorption. Both graphene and hBN remain planar in these equi- 

ibrium structures, although we observe significant reconfiguration 

f the Si-O-terminated surface of α-quartz to form six-membered 

ings [10] . In contrast, the high ELF values of ∼0.6 along the inter- 

aces of Si-O 2 -graphene and Si-O 2 -hBN suggest strong chemisorp- 

ion. In fact, our DFT calculations show the formation of two addi- 

ional B-O bonds in our supercell with bond lengths of 1.481 and 

.482 Å across the interface of Si-O 2 -hBN, which are close to the 

ond distance for tetrahedral B-O bond structures (1.475 Å) [21] . 

e also note the possible formation of an alternate stable Si-O 2 - 

BN structure comprising of a mixture of stronger B-O and weaker 

-O bonds across the interface [15] . Similarly for Si-O 2 -graphene, 

wo C-O bonds with bond lengths of 1.470 and 1.484 Å are formed 

cross the interface in our supercell, which fall within the range 

f C-O bond lengths in the normal (1.43 Å) and naturally stretched 

tates (1.54 Å) [22] . As shown in Fig. 2 , the formation of strong co-

alent bonds across these interfaces disrupts the planar structure 

f both hBN and graphene. 

We obtain further insights into the interaction strength across 

he respective graphene-silica and hBN-silica interfaces through 

he interfacial separation distances δ ( Table 1 ). Previous studies 

ave used the equilibrium interfacial binding distance of 2 . 0 < 

< 2 . 5 ̊A to denote chemisorption due to strong interactions, and 

> 3 . 0 Å to denote physisorption associated with weak interac- 

ions [23] . Based on this simple criterion, both graphene and hBN 

re strongly chemisorbed on Si-O 2 -terminated α-quartz ( δ ∼1.3 
˚ ), but are weakly physisorbed on Si-terminated α-quartz ( δ ∼3.2 
able 1 

dhesion energy and interfacial separation distance for graphene and hBN on α- 

uartz with different end-terminations. 

VASP (DFT-D2) Adhesion Energy ( J / m 

2 ) Interfacial Separation Å 

Si-graphene 0.1337 3.269 

Si-O-graphene 0.2558 2.939 

Si-O 2 -graphene 3.8914 1.376 

Si-hBN 0.1805 3.169 

Si-O-hBN 0.2644 2.883 

Si-O 2 -hBN 4.4427 1.296 

d

r

d

p

s

i

t

w

s  

B

S

3 
˚ ). While the bonding of graphene or hBN on Si-O-terminated α- 

uartz is also governed by physisorption, the smaller δ of ∼2.9 Å 

uggests a much stronger interaction compared with that on Si- 

erminated α-quartz. These findings are also reflected in the ad- 

esion energies of the respective structures ( Table 1 ), which are 

omputed by rigidly separating the relaxed configurations of the 

ilica substrate and the atomic sheet by 10 Å and subtracting the 

nergies of the isolated substrate and atomic sheet from the com- 

ined structure. In particular, we note the order of magnitude 

igher adhesion energies of the Si-O 2 - versus both the Si-O- and 

i-terminated structures, as well as the ∼50% higher adhesion en- 

rgy for Si-O- versus Si-terminated structures. In addition, we con- 

istently observe stronger adhesion (higher adhesion energy with 

maller δ) between the respective α-quartz structures and hBN 

ersus graphene ( Table 1 ), which can be alluded to the electrostatic 

nteraction arising from dipole moment due to the electronegativ- 

ty differences between B and N atoms in hBN. 

The interface between amorphous silica and CNT or BNNT has 

 mixture of Si-, Si-O-, and Si-O 2 -terminated interfacial structures 

hown in Fig. 2 . In the case of Si-O 2 -terminated CNT or BNNT, 

he formation of clusters of covalent C-O, B-O, and potentially N- 

 bonds across the interface could prevent interfacial sliding and 

anotube pullout. Along the weaker Si- and Si-O-terminated in- 

erfaces with the nanotube, however, interfacial sliding caused by 

hear will be the dominant failure mode. Accordingly, we construct 

he potential energy landscapes along the physisorbed Si- and Si- 

-terminated interfaces with graphene and hBN to elucidate the 

arrier energies under interfacial sliding. To this end, we iteratively 

isplace the graphene or hBN atomic sheet with respect to the sil- 

ca substrate at 20 evenly-spaced intervals along each of the two 

n-plane vectors of each supercell (441 data points in total). After 

ach translational displacement, we fix the in-plane coordinates of 

ll atoms, while allowing them to relax in the out-of-plane direc- 

ion (except for the atoms representing the bulk silica substrate), 

nd compute the change in energy per unit interfacial area �G 

ith respect to the energy minimized configuration. 

As shown by the energy landscapes in Fig. 3 a, the frictional 

orce will depend on the direction of sliding. There are minimum 

nergy pathways (MEPs) for interfacial sliding that weaves be- 

ween energy minima. However, the nanotubes are unlikely to fol- 

ow these MEPs during the dynamic and rapid pull-out process 

n our AFM experiments, especially given the rigidity of the SiO 2 

ubstrates and the nanotubes. Instead, the stretching force along a 

xed direction will force interfacial sliding to occur on a straight 

ath during nanotube pull-out, and most sliding directions even- 

ually cause the rolled graphene or h-BN to slide directly over the 

nergy maxima at locations L1, L2, L3, and L6. We denote by ar- 

ows in Fig. 3 a a sampling of possible straight pathways for in- 

erfacial sliding across one local minimum energy state (blue) to 

nother (distributions of �G along each of these sliding pathways 

re shown in Figs. S4 and S5 of the Supplementary Materials). In 

he case of both Si- and Si-O-graphene, the critical barrier ener- 

ies for interfacial sliding are ∼0.02 J/m 

2 along all three path- 

ays, suggesting that the shear adhesion strength is largely in- 

ependent of the sliding direction. Comparatively, the critical bar- 

ier energies for Si- and Si-O-hBN exhibit strong directional depen- 

ence varying from ∼0.01 to ∼0.03 J/m 

2 across the three sliding 

aths. 

The interaction of unterminated Si or O atoms in the silica sub- 

trate with only a single C atom type in graphene allows the slid- 

ng energy landscape to follow the 6-fold symmetry of graphene 

o provide near isotropic sliding response. The barrier peaks occur 

hen the unterminated Si or O atoms reside at or near the top 

ites of the C atoms in graphene (L1, L2 in Fig. 3 a). In contrast, the

 and N atoms in hBN interact differently with the unterminated 

i or O atoms, causing the sliding energy landscape to follow a 3- 
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Fig. 2. Atomic configurations and ELF contours for graphene ( a ) and hBN ( b ) on α-quartz with different end-terminations. Atom colors: O (red), Si (blue), C (brown), B 

(green), and N (white) (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.). 
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old symmetry and exhibit significant path dependence. The peak 

arrier energies for Si-hBN and SiO-hBN occur along path 3 when 

nterminated Si or O atoms reside at the top sites of N atoms (L3, 

6). Distinct minimum energy pathways within this anisotropic po- 

ential energy landscape are also observed along path 2 (crossing 
4 
4) for Si-hBN and along a zigzag path represented in-part by the 

nitial segment of path 3 (crossing L5) for Si-O-hBN. 

The adhesion energy is an order of magnitude larger than the 

arrier energy for interfacial sliding for the Si- and Si-O-terminated 

tructures, suggesting that the sheet-substrate or tube-matrix in- 
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Fig. 3. Energy barriers for interfacial sliding. ( a ) Potential energy landscape for sliding of graphene and hBN on Si- and Si-O-terminated α-quartz, with close-up views of the 

relative positon of termination atoms with respect to the atomic sheet at the energy barrier locations labeled L1 to L6. Atom colors: O (red), Si (blue), C (brown), B (green), 

and N (white). ( b ) Sliding energy barriers �G (black) and interfacial shear stress | τ | (red) along the critical sliding path 3 in ( a ) (For interpretation of the references to color 

in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.). 
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erface is sufficiently strong to prevent decohesion and the forma- 

ion of interfacial cracks during sliding. While interfacial sliding 

long semi-coherent or incoherent bimetal interfaces typically oc- 

urs through the movement of elastic non-crystalline dislocations 

ollowing the MEP [24] , we expect the peak barrier energies in the 

otential energy landscapes (along path 3 in Fig. 3 a) to govern 

he shear-induced interfacial failure during pullout of nanotubes 

rom amorphous silica matrices. This is because the high stiffness 

f the covalent Si-O, B-N, and C-C bonds in both the sheet and 

ubstrate, coupled with the low sliding barrier energies of ∼ 0 . 04 

/m 

2 , does not readily permit the formation of interfacial dislo- 

ations (interfaceons). As aforementioned, interfacial sliding under 

he rapid nanotube pull-out process will be forced to trace out a 

traight line, with most sliding directions eventually crossing over 

he energy maxima, denoted by L1, L2, L3, and L6 in Fig. 3 a. Such

nterfacial response can be represented by the change in poten- 

ial energy �G along Path 3. As shown in Fig. 3 b, we quantify the

nterfacial shear strength τ from the gradient of �G along these 

aximum sliding energy pathways (path 3), and show that τ is 

onsistently higher for hBN versus graphene on both Si-terminated 

331 MPa versus 301 MPa) and Si-O-terminated (401 MPa versus 

40 MPa) α-quartz. This ultimately explains the ∼45% higher av- 

rage IFSS for the BNNT-silica interface relative to the CNT-silica 

nterface. 

We remark that the binding interactions between silica and 

BN or graphene tend to increase with the extent of uncoordinated 

 atoms along the free surface of silica, which transitions the in- 

eraction from weak physisorption (Si-, Si-O-) to strong chemisorp- 

ion (Si-O 2 -). In addition, the reaction of silica with water to form 

- or OH- terminations will likely change the binding properties 

ith the rolled 2D sheets [25] . The presence of structural de- 

ects in the nanotubes reportedly have a substantial influence on 

he nanotube-matrix interfacial strength [17] . These transitions in 

he interfacial properties explain the wide range of failure mecha- 

isms, including interfacial sliding, matrix cracking, and nanotube 

racture, previously reported for both CNT- and BNNT-reinforced 

ilica composites [11–13] . 

In summary, we measure and compare for the first time the in- 

erfacial shear strength properties of graphene and hBN on amor- 

hous silica through single-nanotube pullout force measurements 

nd atomistic sliding energy landscape calculations. We show that 

BN binds more strongly to silica than graphene, has higher inter- 

acial shear strength, and exhibits stronger directional dependence 

n its sliding response. These results provide fundamental under- 
5 
tanding of the nanoscale friction and interfacial shear properties, 

nd have significant implications in the optimal design of atomistic 

nterfacial structures to mitigate and ultimately control interfacial 

ailure of ceramic nanocomposites, as well as graphene- or hBN- 

ased atomic-scale devices. 
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